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Introduction
We know that working on public sector projects
can be very demanding because it requires an
understanding of public policy drivers, the ability
to understand and satisfy multiple stakeholders,
and the ability to deliver under public and
media scrutiny.

Bringing everything together
We have been a significant supplier to the public
sector for more than 25 years, and every year we
handle hundreds of instructions for our public sector
clients. Our understanding of the demands on you,
means that we can “bring together” our experience,
skills, knowledge, and people to understand your
problems and deliver solutions quickly – and so
save you money.

Responding to your needs

I am the lead relationship partner for the framework
and have overall responsibility for the delivery of our
services to you. However each instruction will be led
by a specialist partner and a skilled project team.
I am directly supported by Ruth Yates, who as the
CCS account manager is responsible for managing
all instructions made through the framework.

In this prospectus you will find further details of the
services we can deliver as suppliers on the Lot 2a
of the RM3788 Wider Public Sector Legal Services
framework, along with examples of our experience
and key contacts.
If you have any questions about how we can help
you then please contact Ruth or myself. We will then
make sure the right specialist responds quickly to
your request.
We hope to work with you soon.
Best regards,

Lucy Woods
Framework Lead Partner
ccsteamenquiries@ashfords.co.uk
Direct dial
01392 333977
Switchboard
01392 337000

Ruth Yates
Account Manager
ccsteamenquiries@ashfords.co.uk
Direct dial
01392 333698
Switchboard
01392 337000

For more information please email: ccsteamenquiries@ashfords.co.uk or call 01392 333968
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Statistics

Top 100
law firms

92

public
sector
lawyers

35

ranked lawyers
Chambers UK
2020

Team of the Year
Employment Team
(Lawyer Awards
2016)

6 offices
throughout
the UK

+100 jurisdictions
worldwide covered by
international law advice

Advising
more than

Advising
5 central
government
departments

Ranked in
44 practice
areas
Legal 500
2020

70

local
authorities

Team of the Year
Public Sector Team
(Devon & Somerset
Law Society Legal
Awards 2017)

Legal Week Highly commended
Innovation business development
Awards
innovation and shortlisted
for future legal
services innovation

For more information please email: ccsteamenquiries@ashfords.co.uk or call 01392 333968

76% turnover
growth in
the last

6 years

Advising
more than
40 registered
providers

Best
Employers
Legal Week
2016

No.1 Top
ranking
in Experian
MarketIQ
Deals Review

557 people
75 partners
227 lawyers
255 support
Ranked in
23 practice
areas
Chambers
UK 2020
Most innovative
law firm UK
Acquisition
International
Awards 2016

+£300,000

raised in the past
3 years for Mind,
Parkinson’s UK
and Alzheimer’s
Society
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Administrative and Public Law

Banking and Finance

What we do

What we do

We advise on all aspects of
administrative and public law that
affect the functions and proceedings
of public sector bodies including:
−− Corporate structures and
delivery models
−− Judicial reviews and
statutory challenges
−− Vires and constitutional
issues
−− Legal and procedural
advice to Cabinets,
committees and panels
−− Decision-making processes
−− Complaints and disciplinary
procedures regarding the conduct
of officers and members
−− Providing support to
monitoring officers.

We advise public sector lenders
and borrowers on:
−− General banking matters, such as
loan agreements, guarantees and
security arrangements
−− LEP grant funding programmes
−− Asset finance
−− Capital markets
−− Acquisition finance
−− Project finance
−− Corporate and service restructuring
−− Insolvency matters.

Spotlight on experience
−− Ashfords acts for Brick by Brick
(Croydon) Limited, a company
wholly owned by Croydon Council
which is tasked with delivering
1,400 new dwellings, commercial
space and infrastructure across
40 schemes in Croydon.
−− Ashfords successfully defended
Brick by Brick, as an interested party
in judicial review proceedings,
in relation to Croydon Council’s
decision to grant planning
permission to one of its development
schemes.

50

Advised on
judicial reviews
in the last
years

5

Key people
Lucy Woods,
Partner advising the
public sector on public
law issues and Rising
Star (Legal 500: 2019)

David Richardson,
Partner advising on
judicial reviews and
statutory challenges for
over 13 years.

Duncan Moors,
Legal Director
specialising in local
government planning
matters.

For more information please email: ccsteamenquiries@ashfords.co.uk or call 01392 333968

Spotlight on experience
−− Ashfords has been legal advisor to
the Homes for Lambeth group of
companies, wholly owned by the
London Borough of Lambeth, whose
aim is to deliver high-quality homes
while also maximising the number
of homes provided at genuinely
affordable rents.
−− Our Banking and Finance Team has
been advising on complex finance
matters and funding arrangements
since the outset to ensure the
group’s housing and regeneration
aims reach fruition.

Advised on
projects
up to

£1.8 billion
in value

Key people
Clare Brewer,
Partner with over 20
years’ experience in
advising on project
finance and commercial
transactions.
Rebecca Dury,
Partner ranked as Band
1 Lawyer in Chambers
Guide to the Legal
Profession: 2019.

Ed Hobbs,
Partner specialising
in corporate banking,
acquisition and
leveraged finance.
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Contracts

Competition Law

What we do

What we do

We understand the legal, political and
budget constraints facing public sector
bodies in procuring works, supply and
services contracts. We can help you:
−− Understand regulatory regimes
−− Create the right procurement strategy
to deliver the required outcomes
−− Run a compliant
procurement exercise
−− Negotiate frameworks and
agreements with your suppliers
−− Structure joint venture, shared
service, and outsourced arrangements
−− Make variations, extensions,
assignments, novations and
terminations to commercial contracts.

We advise on:
−− The EU procurement regime
−− All aspects of State aid
−− Complex multi-funder projects and
the application of procurement law
−− Competition law
−− Due diligence on supplier mergers
with potential competition law
implications
−− Competition considerations in
responding to FOI requests, and the
publication of supplier information.

Spotlight on experience
We helped a large unitary council
understand the operational aspects
of its term contract with its facilities
management supplier. In particular to
prevent the supplier making additional
charges for services that were covered
by the ‘core’ price. We then:
−− Negotiated a change control process
with the supplier to improve the
authority’s control over the service
−− Trained council operational staff on
how the contract works, and how to
minimise the risk to the council in
terms of price and delivery obligations
−− Advised on the KPI structure and the
Council’s entitlement if the KPIs were
not met.

We advise on

all types

of public
sector contracts

Key people
Lucy Woods,
Partner who supports
clients in procuring and
negotiating contracts.
Ruth Yates,
Solicitor advising on all
aspects of public sector
contracts, from the outset
of a procurement process,
through to completion and
dealing with post close
contractual issues.
Melissa Jones,
Solicitor specialising in
providing advice to public,
private and third sector
clients on commercial
contracts.

For more information please email: ccsteamenquiries@ashfords.co.uk or call 01392 333968

Spotlight on experience
−− We were instructed by Council
of the Isles of Scilly in relation
to its organic thermal treatment
and energy recovery project (the
“OTTER Project”), which is a
fundamental aspect of the Council’s
“Smart Islands” programme with a
capital cost of £1,930,000.
−− We provided a State aid report to
the Council to evaluate the three
primary sources of funding for the
OTTER Project being the Council’s
Local Enterprise Partnership, the
Council itself and South West Water.
−− Our report examined the Council’s
powers and functions as a local
authority and the application of the
State aid tests under Article 107 of
the Treaty on the Functioning of the
European Union.

We completed

30

compliance audits of
European Regional
Development Fund
grants on behalf of the
former DCLG totalling
more than

£80 million

Key people
Lucy Woods,
Partner advising on
State aid and aid and
procurement law.
Andy Braithwaite,
Partner advising on
the application of UK
and international
competition rules.
Melissa Jones,
Solicitor advising public,
private and third sector
clients on the State aid
regime and ERDF and
ESIF applications.
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Corporate and M&A

Data Protection and Information Law

What we do

What we do

We advise on a variety of corporate
matters affecting public sector
bodies including:
−− The best legal structures to deliver
public sector projects
−− Alternative delivery models such
as mutualisation, CICs, CIOs
−− Formation and dissolution of
corporate entities
−− Outsourcing and insourcing
−− Mergers and acquisitions
−− Joint ventures, PPPs and
other partnerships
−− Corporate finance
−− Corporate governance matters
and directors duties
−− Restructuring and changes
in ownership
−− Company secretarial services
−− Supplier due diligence.

We help clients meet their FOIA and
GDPR obligations. This includes:
−− Developing and implementing
GDPR project plans
−− Advising on policies and procedures
−− Advising on international data
transfers, breach response,
cookies and profiling
−− Carrying out GDPR audits
−− Advising on responses to FOIA
and EIR requests.

Our team is
commended for

“going the extra mile”
in the Chambers UK: 2019

Key people
Louise Workman,
Partner specialising
in group structures,
JVs and PPPs.

Giles Hawkins,
Partner advising on
alternative delivery
models.

Spotlight on experience
−− Ashfords is currently advising a
local authority on its high profile
potential purchase of the private
sector shares in a waste collection
company.
−− The Ashfords team is advising on
all aspects of the potential share
purchase, including the share sale
agreement, due diligence, potential
pitfalls, asset transfer, pensions
implications and consequences in
respect of business continuity for the
three services contracts.

Clare Werry,
Partner advising on a
wide range of corporate
work, specialising in
corporate restructuring.

For more information please email: ccsteamenquiries@ashfords.co.uk or call 01392 333968

Spotlight on experience
Recent work includes:
−− Providing ongoing GDPR
compliance advice to a major
public utility following its demerger.
This has included amending
template data protection
provisions, reviewing employee
communications and updating
privacy policies, as well as
assisting with the procurement
of GDPR-related services.

We helped over

70 clients

prepare for the
implementation of
the GDPR

Key people
Suzie Miles,
Partner specialising in
IT software licensing,
IT outsourcing, and
information security.
Alex Aisthorpe,
Associate advising on
GDPR compliance.

Charlotte Smith,
Solicitor advising on
data protection issues,
privacy policies and
data protection impact
assessments.
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Employment

Information Technology

What we do

What we do

Our Employment Team advises local
authorities, registered providers,
service providers and charities on:
−− All aspects of the impact of TUPE
and Fair Deal on public sector
outsourcings and insourcings
−− Reorganisations, restructurings
and redundancies
−− T&Cs, policies and procedures
−− Working time issues
−− Immigration issues
−− Industrial relations, disputes and
trade union recognition
−− Grievance, disciplinary, capability
and dismissal procedures
−− Employment Tribunal claims.

We advise on the issues that arise
in IT contracts, including:
−− Purchasing strategy and
commercial models
−− Contract negotiations
−− Bespoke software development
−− Deployment models including cloud,
SaaS and on premise
−− Exit, migration and transition issues
−− Implementation and post
contractual changes.

Spotlight on experience
We have worked on:
−− Large public sector outsourcings,
advising on strategic decisions,
communications with staff, and
technical TUPE and pension issues
−− Union backed collective
grievances on single status and
back pay claims
−− Strategic, operational and HR
initiatives to deliver ‘best in
class’ services, and improve
underperforming ‘special
measures’ projects.

Employment Team
of the Year
(Lawyer Awards)

Key people
Charles Pallot,
Partner with over 25
years’ experience
advising on employment
law issues.
Vanessa James,
Partner advising on
contentious employment
matters.
Kirsty Cooke,
Senior Associate
specialising in
immigration issues.

For more information please email: ccsteamenquiries@ashfords.co.uk or call 01392 333968

Spotlight on experience
Recent experience includes:
−− Supporting a major public
sector utility in the separation of
software licences, and associated
application and systems support,
as part of its demerger. This has
involved drafting, negotiating and
advising on software licences and
novation agreements
−− Advising Sensus UK Systems
Limited on its successful joint
venture bid with Arqiva for the then
Department of Energy and Climate
Change’s nationwide Smart
Meter Project
−− Advising the South West Grid for
Learning Trust on its procurement
of education cloud services
for schools.

We helped with the
installation of over

10 million

Smart Meters
across the UK

Key people
Andy Braithwaite,
Partner with over 30 years’
experience advising on
licensing, development and
services agreements.

Mark Lomas,
Partner who advises,
drafts, negotiates and
guides clients on all
information law matters.

Suzie Miles,
Parner specialising in
IT software licensing,
IT outsourcing, and
information security.
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Infrastructure

Intellectual Property

What we do

What we do

Our multi-disciplinary team advises on all
aspects of infrastructure projects, including:
−− Legal structures, including JVs, PPP
and non-profit distributing models
−− Financing and refinancing
−− Construction and engineering, including
design and build,
and operation and
maintenance contracts
−− Site acquisitions and disposals
−− Planning
−− Variations, refinancing
and reorganisations
−− Regulatory advice
−− Dispute resolution and litigation.

Our IP team is a mix of experienced
solicitors, plus chartered patent and
trade mark attorneys. Examples of
our work include:
−− Trade marks, patents, designs,
creative works, copyright,
databases, digital and social media,
know-how and innovation tax advice
and registration services
−− Guidance on IP strategy, exploitation
and commercialisation
−− Assignment and licensing of rights
−− IP disputes.

We have over

50 lawyers

with experience
of working on
infrastructure projects

Key people
Clare Brewer,
Partner advising on
the financing of large
infrastructure projects.

Spotlight on experience
−− We advised North Yorkshire County
Council (NYCC) on its Waste PPP
project, which is the largest legacy
waste PFI project.
−− NYCC procured a private sector partner
to design, build, finance and operate a
waste treatment facility involving Energy
from Waste, Mechanical Treatment,
Anaerobic Digestion and Incinerator
Bottom Ash. Total third party funding
required for the Project was c.£350 million.
−− We supported NYCC in negotiating
changes to the Project Agreement to
plug the funding gap when DEFRA
withdrew the PFI credits. Our advice and
support helped ensure that the Project
was delivered on acceptable terms and
re-tendering was not required.

Brian Farrell,
Partner advising on
contentious issues
arising on infrastructure
projects.
Jonathan Croley,
Associate advising on
contracts relating to
infrastructure projects.

For more information please email: ccsteamenquiries@ashfords.co.uk or call 01392 333968

Spotlight on experience
−− We have assisted Brick by
Brick (a property development
company wholly owned by the
London Borough of Croydon) with
the registration of their trading
name “COMMON GROUND
ARCHITECTURE” as a UK trade
mark. We conducted a pre-filing
trade mark clearance search and
assessed whether there were any
third parties with earlier rights who
could object to their registration
and/or use of the mark. We then
filed and managed a UK trade mark
application through to registration.

Our IP experts “…offer

excellent quality
of work
and service at a
fair price.”
Chambers UK:
2019

Key people
Mark Lomas,
Partner with over 25
years’ experience
advising on IP issues.
Carl Steele,
Partner and Chartered
Trade Mark Attorney
with over 20 years’
experience.
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Litigation and Dispute Resolution

Outsourcing/Insourcing

What we do

What we do

We advise on all types of disputes,
including:
−− Contractual disputes with suppliers
−− Contentious property matters
−− Defending judicial review
applications
−− Non-routine disputes such as
those relating to council tax/
non-domestic rates
−− Arbitration, mediation, adjudication
and all other forms of ADR.

Our team can support you on all the
issues that may arise on first and
subsequent outsourcings as well as
insourcings including:
−− Appropriate outsourcing models
(e.g. contractual; mutualisation
or corporate JVs)
−− Procurement strategy and process,
including drafting
relevant documentation
−− Mobilisation activities for a
smooth handover
−− TUPE and pensions
−− third party contract novations
and assignments.

Spotlight on experience
−− We advised Devon County
Council in respect of an £11.5m
claim against design consultants
and the contractor arising from
the new build construction of a
school which turned out to have
major defects and which had to be
demolished and rebuilt.
−− Our role involved advising the
Council on strategy, pursuing
the claim, including obtaining
expert evidence, instructing
Counsel, issuing High Court
proceedings, electronic disclosure,
preparing and exchanging witness
statements, preparation for trial,
and representing the Council at
mediation.
−− The case was successfully settled
following mediation.

Over 45

dispute resolution
lawyers

Key people
Rory Mac Neice,
Partner who is described
as “very tenacious
and commercially sound”
(Chambers UK: 2019).

Patrick Blake,
Partner specialising
in construction and
engineering disputes.

Sian Gibbon,
Partner with over
25 years’ experience
of advising on
contentious property
and housing matters.

For more information please email: ccsteamenquiries@ashfords.co.uk or call 01392 333968

Spotlight on experience
Ashfords advised a London Borough
Council on its procurement of hard
and soft facilities management
services including cleaning, security
and waste via the Crown Commercial
Services’ Facilities Management
Marketplace framework, which
included:
−− advising on the mechanics of the
call-off process;
−− amending the template contract
documentation to meet the
London Borough Council’s
bespoke requirements for the
project, particularly in respect
of its performance and payment
mechanism; and
−− advising on the procurement
documentation including the
evaluation methodology.

Advising on
outsourcing of
domiciliary care
services totalling

£600 million

Key people
Lucy Woods,
Partner who has
been described as
“the consummate
professional” and
“extremely assertive in
her representations.”
(Matt Smith,
Herefordshire Council).
Jonathan Croley,
Associate advising
on outsourcings and
insourcings across the
public sector.
Ruth Yates,
Solicitor delivering
pragmatic legal
advice and support
on major public sector
outsourcing projects.
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Partnerships

Pensions

What we do

What we do

We can help you find a ‘partnership’ or
‘collaboration’ model that is right for you,
whether it be:
−− A ‘light touch’ approach in the form
of a MOU or SLA
−− An alternative delivery model e.g. a
PSM, LATC, or working with a social
enterprise or the 3rd sector
−− A private sector partnership e.g.
a commercial contract, alliance
contract, a JV, or other form of
special purpose vehicle.

Our team advises on issues relating to
the Local Government Pension Scheme
and the NHS Pension Scheme, including:
−− Advice on Fair Deal and the
Pensions Direction 2007
−− The impact on outsourcing and the
re-letting of services
−− Drafting Pension information in
tender documents
−− Drafting and negotiating Pensions
provisions in Services Contracts,
including Bulk Transfer
Terms Schedules
−− Advising on risk-sharing issues
−− Drafting precedent Admission
Agreements and Bonds
−− The changes made by the LGPS
(Amendment) Regulations 2018
regarding Exit Credits.

We also advise on contentious
partnership matters, including:
−− Disputes between partners
−− Dissolution of partnerships
−− Tax issues and considerations
−− Liabilities following bankruptcy.

Spotlight on experience
−− Assisted a London Council in the
mutualisation of its youth services,
which is now part owned by staff
and part owned by young people.
−− The mutual organisation runs
playgrounds, youth centres and
commissioned activities and
services.

Advising over

70 local
authority clients

Key people
Lucy Woods,
Partner advising public
sector bodies on the
suitability of different forms
of service delivery models.
Andrew Perkins,
Partner assisting with
contentious partnership
law issues for over 20
years.
Louise Workman,
Partner advising on
JVs and partnership
agreements.

For more information please email: ccsteamenquiries@ashfords.co.uk or call 01392 333968

Spotlight on experience
−− Advised a local authority on the
pension rights of outsourced staff
in the event of a major supplier
going bankrupt.
−− The supplier had a ‘broadly
comparable scheme’ that was
dependent upon the scheme having
sufficient assets to pay pensions,
and it had no LGPS guarantee.
We also advised on the support
that the Government’s Pension
Protection Fund can provide in
these circumstances.

Advised on
pension liabilities on

40+
outsourcings

Key people
Charles Pallot,
Partner advising on
LGPS and NHS Pension
scheme matters. He has
been described as “highly
empathetic and a superb
communicator.”
(Chambers UK: 2019).

Jenny Marley,
Associate advising on
pension issues arising
from local authority and
NHS outsourcings.
.
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Procurement

Property, Real Estate and Construction

What we do

What we do

We advise on all elements of
procurement law, from early pre-market
market engagement activities through to
contract award. In particular, we:
−− Provide strategic advice on project
structuring and choice of procedure
−− Draft tender documentation
−− Advise on evaluation methodologies
−− Advise on procurement challenges
−− Provide advice on delivery models
e.g. in-house, outsourced, and
shared services
−− Advise on the interface between
procurement and State aid law.

We can support you with:
−− Residential, commercial, and
regeneration projects
−− Public and private sector JVs
−− Creating housing companies for
local authorities
−− Procurement of construction projects
−− All forms of construction contracts
and collateral warranties
−− Site acquisitions and disposals
−− Planning and CPO
−− Social and affordable housing
−− Key worker and shared ownership
housing development
−− Asset management e.g. rights to
light, party walls, and easements
−− Housing management eg., evictions,
repossessions, and service charges
−− Property, development,
and construction disputes.

Spotlight on experience

Established more than

30 frameworks
for the public
sector over the

past 3 years

Key people
Lucy Woods,
Partner specialising in
providing specific advice
on the procurement rules.

−− We advised CORMAC Solutions
Limited (a Teckal company wholly
owned by Cornwall Council) in
its Highways Joint Venture with
Nottinghamshire County Council.

Ruth Yates,
Solicitor advising on
all aspects of the
procurement process.

−− We designed and helped implement
a service delivery model for
the JV which complied with the
procurement rules.
−− This involved advising on the
‘Teckal’ and ‘Hamburg’ exemptions
including analysis of the scope of
the ‘reverse-Teckal’ derogations.
We also advised on general
procurement, local government
vires and governance, property,
commercial and tax matters.

Melissa Jones,
Solicitor advising on
the procurement rules
and regularly preparing
complex procurement
risk reports and tender
documentation.

For more information please email: ccsteamenquiries@ashfords.co.uk or call 01392 333968

Spotlight on experience
Work has included:
−− Advising a JV formed by a London
Borough and an RP on a six year
£130m regeneration scheme that
developed 700 affordable homes,
other mixed tenure houses,
and private sale homes
−− Successfully defended an RP in
a £ multi million claim from a
contractor based upon a disputed
final account under a JCT contract.

We act for over

40 Registered
Providers

Key people
Paul Butterworth,
Partner specialising in
complex development and
regeneration projects.
He has worked as a solicitor
to a local authority.

Sian Gibbon,
Partner specialising in
asset management and
property litigation.
Jessica Taylor,
Partner specialising in
the full range of
construction contracts and
development agreements.
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Tax
What we do
Our team advises on taxation issues
affecting the public sector including:
−− The formation of public sector
subsidiary vehicles and JVs
−− Real estate transactions
and structures
−− VAT and stamp taxes
(stamp duty, SDLT, LTT)
−− Corporation tax
−− Employment taxes
−− The construction industry scheme
−− Gift aid
−− Tax disputes.

Spotlight on experience
Recent examples of our work include:
−− Acting for a local authority setting
up a DevCo and advising on SDLT
liability and structuring to claim
group relief
−− Acting for a large Registered
Provider on structuring a golden
brick transaction where the
landowner had elected to
charge VAT
−− Advising a local authority on the
VAT implications of restructuring
its £60 million facilities
management contract
−− Advising public sector bodies on the
IR35 status tests, a risk assessment
methodology for potential tax
liabilities, and when/how to conduct
individual case assessments.

“The members of
the team are

very good

in their field.”
Chambers UK: 2019

Key people
Angus Bauer,
Partner who “excels in the
area of tax law”
(Chambers UK: 2019).
Nicola Manclark,
Partner and member of
the Chartered Institute of
Taxation and a qualified
Chartered Tax Adviser.

For more information please email: ccsteamenquiries@ashfords.co.uk or call 01392 333968
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EU Law

Planning

What we do

What we do

We advise public sector bodies on
all areas of EU and competition law,
including:
−− All aspects of State aid
−− EU procurement regime
−− EU competition law
−− EU grants
−− The implications of EU law on
areas such as health and safety
and the environment
−− Disputes arising from breaches/
non-compliance with EU law.

We deal with all aspects of
the planning process, including:
−− Consenting strategy
−− Planning applications, including EIA,
HRA, and community engagement
−− Inquiries, appeals, statutory
challenges and judicial reviews
−− Compulsory purchase orders
and compensation
−− Negotiating section 106 and
highways agreements
−− Community infrastructure levy
−− Planning enforcement
−− Stopping up or diversion
of highways.

Spotlight on experience
−− We were instructed by the
Council of the Isles of Scilly
in relation to its business energy
efficiency scheme, which offers
part-funding to local SMEs
for a range of energy efficient
measures through a £390,596
investment fund secured from the
Government’s Local Growth Fund.
−− We provided a State aid
assessment of the recipients of
the funding (SMEs), identifying
two further beneficiaries in the
renewable energy suppliers and
the end users and provided a
solution in the form of reliance on
the De Minimis Regulation.

Advising over

75 public
sector clients
on EU law

Key people
Lucy Woods,
Partner advising
on public sector
procurement and State
aid issues.
Ruth Yates,
Solicitor advising on
the application of the
State aid rules in the
context of grant funding
programmes.
Melissa Jones,
Solicitor advising
public sector clients on
the State aid regime
and ERDF and ESIF
applications.

For more information please email: ccsteamenquiries@ashfords.co.uk or call 01392 333968

“The quality of
advice and

promptness of
service are great.”
Chambers UK:
2019

Key people
David Richardson,
Partner who has acted
as legal clerk at planning
committee for a
London Borough.

Spotlight on experience
Recent work has included:
−− Advising the London Borough of
Brent in relation to Wembley Park
which has 5,000 homes, has 20,000
sqm retail space, 85,000 sqm
business space, car parks,
and ancillary space
−− Winning a judicial review of
HMRC’s decision on CIL and S106
calculations on the Royal College of
Art’s £100 million redevelopment
−− Advising an RP on acquisition and
planning approval risks for a site
that suffered from the migration
of gases from a neighbouring
landfill site.

Duncan Moors,
Legal Director who has
also been Head of Legal
at a District Council.
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Projects

Restructuring and Insolvency

What we do

What we do

We have a multi-disciplinary projects
team that advises on:
−− PFI/PPP, JVs and partnership
projects, including corporate,
contractual, property, employment
and sector specialist advice
−− Structural variations to finance
documents, project agreement
and sub-contracts
−− Providing PFI dispute
management advice.

We deal with all types of corporate and
personal insolvency issues. We can
advise public sector bodies on:
−− Insolvency risks surrounding JVs,
alternative delivery models, and
other forms of partnership working
−− Contractual safeguards in the
event of the insolvency of suppliers
and partners
−− The options available in the event
of customer insolvency
−− Debt recovery and
restructuring options.

Spotlight on experience
−− Advised North Yorkshire County
Council on the North Yorkshire
Waste PPP, which is the largest
legacy
waste PFI project.
−− We supported North Yorkshire in
negotiating with a private sector
partner to design, build, finance
and operate a waste treatment
facility involving energy from waste,
mechanical treatment, anaerobic
digestion and incinerator bottom
ash.
−− Total third party funding required for
the Project was approximately
£350 million.

Acted on over

100 PPP/PFI deals

in the UK and internationally

Key people
Clare Brewer,
Partner who has been
described by a client as
“an extremely experienced
commercial project finance
lawyer”. (International
Banking Client).
Brian Farrell,
Partner who is described
by a client as “an
extremely capable,
reliable and commercial
lawyer.” (Simon Pugsley,
Pennon Group plc).
Jonathan Croley,
Associate with particular
experience in advising on
projects in the operational
phase.

For more information please email: ccsteamenquiries@ashfords.co.uk or call 01392 333968

Spotlight on experience
Work has included:
−− Advising a Registered Provider
following the insolvency of
its contractor on a complex
development scheme. This included
advice on contract and performance
issues and advising on novation
risk, contracting and bond issues.
−− Advising a local authority as
creditor and funder of a regeneration
project when the developer entered
administration prior to completion.
This included advice on: obtaining
possession of the property;
the status of payments made to
the insolvent company, including
consideration of trust claims and
options for recovery; and liabilities
owed to sub-contractors of
the developer.

Ashfords is

“punching
well above
its weight”
Legal 500: 2018

Key people
David Pomeroy,
Restructuring Partner who
is described as a “leader in
his field”
(Legal 500: 2018).

Alan Bennett,
Insolvency Partner who is
described as “…practical,
commercial and thorough.”
(Chambers UK: 2019).

Katie Farmer,
Legal Director undertaking
debt recovery work.
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Energy and Natural Resources

Food, Rural & Environmental Affairs

What we do

What we do

We advise on the structuring, financing,
construction, development, regulation and
operation of renewable energy schemes,
projects, investments and transactions.
Our multi-disciplinary team includes
specialists in:
−− Energy infrastructure
−− Solar, wind, EfW, and biomass
schemes
−− District heating
−− Smart meter technology
−− Electric vehicle infrastructure.

We advise on:
−− Environmental law issues
−− Marine regulation and fisheries
−− Water Industry Act offences
−− Prosecutions on behalf of trading
standards and local authorities
−− Defending prosecutions brought by
the EA and HSE
−− Health and safety risk assessments.

Spotlight on experience
−− Acting for Brick by Brick
(Croydon) Limited on the roll out of
an EV infrastructure installation and
maintenance scheme, together with
the establishment and operation
of a car club scheme.
−− Advising renewable energy
developments from the grant
of planning permission through
to financial close. Including
engineering, procurement,
construction, operation and
maintenance agreements,
gas and electricity export contracts,
and regulatory compliance.

We have advised on
the successful delivery
of more than

20 anaerobic digestion plants
and 6 EfW schemes in the last
6 years

Key people
Clare Brewer,
Partner who specialises
in large infrastructure
projects.
Brian Farrell,
Partner who advises on
the law around smart
meter technology and
smart grids.
Jonathan Croley,
Associate advising
on energy projects,
particularly for anaerobic
digestion and biomass
projects.

For more information please email: ccsteamenquiries@ashfords.co.uk or call 01392 333968

Spotlight on experience
Recent instructions have included:
−− Advising on the marine planning
and licensing issues for a £500m
coastal regeneration project.
−− Prosecutions on behalf of
harbour authorities for
environmental breaches.
−− Successfully prosecuting
an individual on behalf of a
Consortium of Somerset Drainage
Boards for tampering with sluice
gates on the Somerset levels,
and nearly flooding a village.
−− Prosecutions on behalf of local
authorities against businesses
for dumping regulated waste.

We have brought
approximately

500 prosecutions

over the last 3 years
on behalf of local
authorities and water
companies for
environmental
law violations

Key people
Darren Blackburn,
Partner specialising in
agricultural matters.

Jeremy Asher,
Senior Associate who
defends and prosecutes
environmental cases.
Lara Moore,
Legal Director
specialising in marine
planning, licensing, and
regulation.
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Franchise Law

Telecommunications

What we do

What we do

Our multi-disciplinary team covers all
aspects of franchising, commercial
agency distribution, licensing and
hybrid arrangements including reseller,
joint venture, and brand licensing
arrangements. We can support you with:
−− Franchise set-up and creation
−− Franchise grants and termination
−− Sale and purchase of franchise
businesses
−− Master franchise agreements and
area development agreements
−− Property issues affecting franchises
−− Reseller, joint venture and other
hybrid arrangements.

Our team advises on:
−− Telecommunications projects,
including superfast broadband
projects
−− Contracts with telecommunications
operators
−− Disputes with telecommunications
operators
−− Property matters concerning
telecommunications, such as
wayleave agreements; concession
agreements; leases; and master
telecoms agreements
−− Regulatory requirements.

Advising on

all types

of franchise
arrangements

Key people
Andrew Worley,
Partner who leads our
franchise work.

Spotlight on experience
Our work includes:
−− Advising Subway on its property
transactions with franchisees,
including commercial lease
transactions, and the sale and
purchase of existing Subway stores.
This has included negotiating leases
of over 500 Subway locations and
over 600 Subway store transfers.
−− Representing 22 franchisees in
a dispute with a well-known high
street food outlet.
−− Enforcement of restrictive covenants
against rogue franchisees through
injunction proceedings.

Andrew Perkins,
Partner who specialises
in franchise disputes.

Liam Tolen,
Associate advising
on contractual
disputes arising out of
franchise relationships.

For more information please email: ccsteamenquiries@ashfords.co.uk or call 01392 333968

Spotlight on experience
We advised Herefordshire Council
and Gloucestershire County Council
on the Borders Broadband Project
which was one of four national pilot
projects for the provision of regional
superfast broadband under a BDUK
sponsored PPP arrangement.
Our work included:
−− Drafting a collaborative partnership
agreement between the authorities;
−− Advising on procurement strategy,
compliance;
−− Drafting and negotiating a bespoke
contract for the Project;
−− Regulatory and State aid advice;
−− Advising on implementation issues.
We continue to be instructed on BDUK
funded superfast broadband and local
fibre projects all over the country.

We helped
connect over

350,000
premises

with superfast
broadband

Key people
Caroline Frampton,
Partner in our Real
Estate team with a
particular specialism in
telecommunications.
Lucy Woods,
Partner advising on
BDUK projects.

Jonathan Croley,
Associate with 10 years’
experience of advising
on telecommunications
projects.
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Charities Law

Health and Safety Law

What we do

What we do

Our team works with and advises
trustees, in-house legal teams, and
legacy officers of local and national and
local charities. We can help with:
−− Formation and dissolution of charities
−− Mergers and restructuring
−− Governance and compliance
obligations
−− Legacy administration and disputes
−− Fundraising advice
−− Gift Aid and other tax advice
−− Academy conversions.

We have a history of dealing with high
risk, complex and media sensitive cases,
including fatalities. In particular we:
−− Defend prosecutions brought by the
HSE, Environment Agency and
Food Safety Agency
−− Advice on H&S policies and processes
−− Carry out H&S training
−− Bring prosecutions on behalf of trading
standards and local authorities
−− Provide representation and assistance
in complex, multi-party inquests.

Spotlight on experience
−− We acted for a charity which ran
a care home for the elderly. The
charity wanted to extend the use of
the buildings as a hospice and to
provide help for people in the local
community.
−− The charity’s constitution did not
provide for these changes and the
normal process was time consuming
and expensive. We therefore
advised the charity on how to set
up a Community Interest Company
to deliver these objectives, whilst
mitigating the tax impacts.
−− The CIC model gave the charity its
desired outcome with less risk,
delay, and expense than through
the traditional route.

We act for a wide range of
charities which covers the full
breadth of sectors within the
charity industry, including health;
faith; military; humanitarian;
science; animal; environment and
conservation; and education

Key people
John Toth,
Partner advising on
the establishment and
restructuring of charities,
mutuals and CICs.

Kerry Morgan-Gould,
Partner advising on
disputed trusts and wills.

Jonathan Croley,
Associate advising on
academy conversions.

For more information please email: ccsteamenquiries@ashfords.co.uk or call 01392 333968

Spotlight on experience
Recent prosecutions for local
authorities have included:
−− The license removed from a
nightclub that had irresponsible
“special offers” on drinks and a
history of drug dealing.
−− A restaurant in a residential area
had its opening hours restricted due
to crime and anti-social behaviour
linked to the premises.
−− Closure of a restaurant selling
unsafe and mislabelled meat
products.
−− Removal of a taxi driver’s licence
following allegations of inappropriate
behaviour.

The “team is

thorough and
professional
at all times,
delivering
excellent advice”.
Legal 500: 2017

Key people
Ben Derrington,
Legal Director with
particular experience
in health and safety,
environment, waste, food
production and trading
standards.
Jack Baumgardt,
Associate advising clients
on their H&S duties and
defends organisations
facing H&S investigation
and prosecution.
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Licensing Law

Transport Law

What we do

What we do

We advise on all licensing law related
matters, including representation at
licensing committees, licence due
diligence and revocation of licences.
This includes:
−− Sales of alcohol and entertainment
−− Taxi and private hire
−− Gambling
−− Charities
−− Animals
−− Houses of multiple occupation.

We provide a wide ranging service
to public authorities on all aspects of
transport law. Our team advise on:
−− Highways, rail, trams, bus, airports and
ports, in terms of both infrastructure
and operations
−− Multi-modal transport hubs and
through ticketing
−− Outsourcing/insourcing of
transport services
−− Electric vehicle infrastructure
−− Project structures including PPP,
JVs and concessions
−− Planning/highways agreements
−− Road regulatory matters, including
health and safety law, operator
licences, and HGV regulation.

Spotlight on experience
Recent prosecutions for local
authorities have included:
−− The licence removed from a
nightclub that had irresponsible
‘special offers’ on drinks and a
history of drug dealing.
−− A restaurant in a residential area
had its opening hours restricted due
to crime and anti-social behaviour
linked to the premises.
−− Closure of a restaurant selling
unsafe and mislabelled
meat products.
−− Removal of a taxi driver’s
licence following allegations
of inappropriate behaviour.

Advising over

25 local
authority clients
on licensing matters.

Key people
Robert Readfern,
Solicitor Advocate who
represents local authority
clients in the High Court.

For more information please email: ccsteamenquiries@ashfords.co.uk or call 01392 333968

Spotlight on experience
Our team’s diverse experience includes:
−− Advising the Department for
Transport on its development
agreement with HS2 Limited as
the delivery body for HS2.
−− Advising the West Midlands
Transport Executive on
procurements.
−− Successfully defending a transport
and logistics company in a
Traffic Commissioner public inquiry
following alleged breaches of
driver safety regulations,
the working time directive,
and maintenance requirements.

Advised on

80+ highways
agreements
in 2018.

Key people
Clare Brewer,
Partner advising on
the structuring and
financing of transport
infrastructure projects.
Mark Manning,
Partner advising on
transport infrastructure
design and build contracts.

Jack Baumgardt,
Associate advising
on transport
regulatory matters.
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Independent Investigations
What we do
We have a team of lawyers who are
positioned to take on an investigative
role. This includes:
−− Employee relations matters
(complaints of discrimination,
bullying, harassment and general
mistreatment by colleagues)
−− Disputes or complaints relating
to office holders (such as elected
members)
−− Interpersonal relationships
between such office holders and
their employed reports.
Our experts recognise the nuances
of the structural and reporting lines
of the local council model, as well
as understanding the impact of their
findings and outcomes to produce
high quality reports with sensible
outcomes. Reports are drafted
to court expert standard and fully
compliant with the expectations of
any court and Tribunal who may
be required to adjudicate on cases
where those reports form part of
evidence.

Ashfords appear to be much
more proactive than other
firms, both in responding
quickly to queries from
clients and in recognising the
impact in changing case law.”
Chamber UK 2020

Vanessa James,
Partner advising on
contentious employment
matters.

Ed Hopkins,
Senior Associate
advising on contentious
employment and
investigative matters.

